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Abstract

We describe the offline machine learning (ML) development for an effort to precisely regulate the Gradient Magnet Power Supply (GMPS) at the Fermilab Booster accelerator complex via a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). As part of this effort, we created a digital twin of the Booster-GMPS control system by training a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to capture its full dynamics. We outline the path we took to carefully validate our digital twin before deploying it as a reinforcement learning (RL) environment. Additionally, we demonstrate the use of a Deep Q-Network (DQN) policy model with the capability to regulate the GMPS against realistic time-varying perturbations.

BACKGROUND

Recently, the challenge and cost of hand-tuning and controlling accelerators has resulted in a push to leverage deep learning [1–4]. In this study, we present continuing work on a real-time artificial intelligence (AI) control system for precisely regulating the Gradient Magnet Power Supply (GMPS), an important subsystem of the Fermilab Booster accelerator complex.

The GMPS is realized as four power supplies, evenly distributed around the Fermilab Booster. Each powers one of four total gradient magnets, which are responsible for steering and accelerating the 400 MeV proton beam the Booster receives from the linear accelerator to 8 GeV [5,6]. The GMPS operates on a 15 Hz cycle between the injection at minimum current and beam extraction at maximum current. Unfortunately, without any regulation, the fitted minimum of the magnetic field may vary from the setpoint by as much as a few percent, significantly reducing the beam flux available to experiments run at the lab [7]. This deviation trends with factors such as electrical ground movement, the operation of other nearby high-power radio-frequency systems, and even ambient temperature changes [5,6].

In order to improve the agreement of the resulting observed minimum and maximum currents with their setpoints, a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control scheme applies compensating offsets to the GMPS driving signal as a means of regulation (see Fig. [1] [5,6]). Presently, a human operator specifies a target program for B:VIMIN and B:VIMAX, the PID-GMPS compensated minimum and maximum currents respectively, via the Fermilab Accelerator Control Network. This signal is then transmitted to the GMPS control board allowing the PID regulator to use the previous 15 Hz cycle to calculate estimates for the minimum and maximum current offset and then uses these values to adjust the power supply program in the current cycle [8,9].

Presently, this PID-GMPS regulation system achieves errors corresponding to roughly 0.1% of the set value [7]. Our ultimate goal is to improve on this error by replacing the PID-GMPS system with a reinforcement learning (RL) approach. This RL-GMPS system will leverage a framework in which an artificial intelligence (AI) agent learns to achieve some end goal through feedback from interactions with its environment [10,11]. We aim to deploy such an RL agent to control changes in B:VIMIN in order to minimize B:IMINER, the difference between the observed minimum current reading and setting. This agent will ultimately control the GMPS system via a field-programmable gate array (FPGA). However, since training the agent online involves substantial risk, we prototyped our models offline.

METHODS

We collected approximately six months of time series data from the Booster complex and ultimately selected 250,000 continuous time steps from March 10, 2020 to develop our preliminary algorithms [7]. Here algorithms refer to both the methods used to build a model that can reliably capture the dynamics of the Booster-GMPS system and to develop a reinforcement learning framework. For complete details on our data collection process and access to our full published dataset please see [12].

Digital Twin and RL Policy Models

Our offline ML development involved the training of two different neural network models: a surrogate or digital twin
model and the RL agent policy model. Here we implement a simple multi-layer perceptron (MLP) as our agent policy model, the utility of which will be further described in the next subsection, and a stacked Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) network to capture GMPS dynamics [7].

MLPs are standard feedforward neural networks which take in and iteratively feedforward data through many layers of perceptrons (neurons). Each of these neurons involves a function that multiplicatively weights the input vectors, sums them together, adds a bias term; and then applies a nonlinear activation function. The chaining of these functions results in a network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Layer Type</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>Activation</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
<td>768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
<td>16,512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>ReLU</td>
<td>16,512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34,695</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Beyond MLPs, there are many possible choices of neural network architectures. The one most relevant to capturing the the Booster-GMPS system’s multiple frequency modalities in our surrogate model is a type of network known as a Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) [7]. Unlike standard feedforward networks, during each forward pass, LSTMs are able to learn about previous inputs through the accumulation of weights in a hidden global state variable. This mechanism is useful for modeling time series data, which is exactly what we had collected for this effort.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Layer Type</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>Activation</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Tanh</td>
<td>416,768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Tanh</td>
<td>525,312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Tanh</td>
<td>525,312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1,468,163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DQN Reinforcement Learning**

Reinforcement learning is a training framework that involves an AI agent interacting with an environment to maximize a defined reward over many fixed-iteration-length episodes [10][11]. The agent’s actions within this environment are defined by a policy model. As stated above, we used an MLP for this policy model in accordance with the deep Q-network (DQN) approach, which trains this neural network to learn the action-value function—$Q$-value—that maps a discrete number of agent actions to rewards [13][15]. To keep our action space finite, we discretized the change of $B:\text{VIMIN}$ using steps of just seven different sizes, including an option for zero-size change [7].

At each time step $t$, our surrogate model environment takes in the control action $A_t$ determined by the RL agent MLP-DQN policy model as the small compensation to be applied to $B:\text{VIMIN}$ based on the current state $S_t$. The digital twin then provides the new system state $S_{t+1}$ along with an associated reward $R_{t+1}$. In our studies, the state is composed of the variables inputted to the surrogate model (discussed at length in the section below) and the reward is calculated from the $B:\text{IMINER}$ output by the surrogate:

$$ R_t = -|B:\text{IMINER}(t)|. $$

Optimizing the agent’s policy actions over the training horizon is defined to mean maximizing the long-term integrated reward, which is calculated over each fixed-length episode.

**DIGITAL TWIN DEVELOPMENT AND VERIFICATION**

In our preliminary result [7], we formulated our stacked LSTM surrogate model to capture the dynamics of:

$$ B:\text{VIMIN} + B:\text{IMINER} + B:\text{LINFRQ} + I:\text{IB} + I:\text{MDAT40} \rightarrow B:\text{VIMIN} + B:\text{IMINER} + B:\text{LINFRQ}. $$

Here $B:\text{LINFRQ}$ is the measured offset from the 60 Hz line frequency, and $I:\text{IB}$ and $I:\text{MDAT40}$ provide measurements of the main injector bending dipole current through different communication channels. This model was trained using MinMax scaling [14] and a 150 step lookback, i.e. 150 previous timesteps of the input variables were fed into the model in order to predict the next timestep forward in the output variables [7]. Here we describe the validation process we used to verify and improve upon our initial result.

First, we distilled our surrogate model into the simplest possible combination of variables we aimed to regulate: $B:\text{VIMIN} + B:\text{IMINER}$ → $B:\text{VIMIN} + B:\text{IMINER}$. From this most basic model, we explored using a much smaller lookback window of 15 timesteps as well as the use of Robust scaling [14]. Since we found the 15 timestep lookback and MinMax scaling to be performant, we ultimately decided to keep the original scaling and move forward to experiment with this much shorter lookback window.

After iterating over this most basic model, we began the forward selection process, experimenting with the inclusion of different variables. The variables we considered for these studies included the inputs from the original model: $B:\text{VIMIN}$, $B:\text{IMINER}$, $B:\text{LINFRQ}$, $I:\text{IB}$, and $I:\text{MDAT40}$; as well as $B:\text{VIMAX}$ (the GMPS minimum current set point), $B:\text{VIMIN}$ (the GMPS minimum current set point), $B:\text{VIPHAS}$ (the GMPS ramp phase with respect to line voltage), and $I:\text{MIB}$ (the main injector dipole bend current). $B:\text{VIMIN}$ was included on the suggestion of subject-matter experts [16]; and the three additional variables were selected based on the results of a Granger Causality study [17]. For details on how this analysis was performed, please see [7].

The results of these surrogate model experiments are presented in the table below, which displays the final loss attained by the model with the given configuration. After comparing results, we decided to move forward with the 6
to 2 model since including the other three variables in the 9 to 2 model made only a slight difference in the final loss:

$$B: \text{VIMIN} + B: \text{IMINER} + B: \text{VIMIN} + B: \text{LINFRQ} + I: IB + I: \text{MDAT40} \rightarrow B: \text{VIMIN} + B: \text{IMINER}$$ (3)

Table 3: Training Mean-Squared Error (MSE) results from digital twin experimentation studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MSE (10^{-6})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B: VIMIN + B: IMINER</td>
<td>449.0567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: VIMIN + B: IMINER + B: VIMIN</td>
<td>379.5542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: VIMIN + B: IMINER + B: LINFRQ + I: IB + I: MDAT40 → B: VIMIN + B: IMINER</td>
<td>346.6192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: VIMIN + B: IMINER + B: VIMIN + B: LINFRQ + I: IB + I: MDAT40 → B: VIMIN + B: IMINER</td>
<td>314.3544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: VIMIN + B: IMINER + B: VIMIN + B: LINFRQ + I: IB + I: MDAT40 + I: M1IB + I: M2IB → B: VIMIN + B: IMINER</td>
<td>294.6336</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, we tried decomposing the variables from the models mentioned above into signal and noise vectors using Empirical Mode Decomposition [18]. Despite the fact that this resulted in marginally better performance, we decided that this would be too difficult to implement in real-time on the board funneling input data to the FPGA. For this reason, we omit these results here. Similarly, after completing the digital twin validation and verification process, we decided to create our own version of the MinMax scaler rather than using the transformation available to us via the scikit-learn library since using this premade scaler could not be easily implemented on the FPGA-side.

**Uncertainty Quantification**

In order to provide a prediction with statistical interoperability, we performed concrete dropout as a means of uncertainty quantification [19]. The concrete dropout process involves introducing tunable uncertainty into a network training process through the addition of a dropout layer, which randomly removes inputs to the following layer with some probability $p$ at each forward pass. This causes the training of the network’s other weights and biases to adjust without these “dropped out” neurons. Once this dropout layer has been added to the network, $p$ can be adjusted to take on a different value during inference.

After training our surrogate with a dropout layer inserted after the first LSTM, we set the layer to probabilities ranging from $[0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.5]$, and used the inferred outputs of our network to match the actual underlying distribution of the data. We found a value of $p = .2$ gave us our best results: reconstructing the modeled distribution of $B: \text{VIMIN}$ at $103.3930 \pm 0.0297$ (underlying distribution: $103.3940 \pm .0314$); and $B: \text{IMINER}$ at $0.0012 \pm 0.2090$ (underlying distribution of $.0011 \pm .2181$).

**PRELIMINARY RL RESULTS**

Finally, we present our most recent RL results, training and deploying our trained MLP-DQN policy model within our verified digital twin environment in Fig. 2. When comparing the DQN-GMPS system results to the PID-GMPS controller, we see a factor of 2-4x improvement.

![Figure 2: Results of training (top) and testing (bottom).](image)

**CONCLUSION**

We outlined the steps we took to carefully validate our digital twin of the Booster-GMPS system—perhaps the most important aspect of our offline machine learning development. After all, without a robust surrogate model to support training, we would not be able to trust the deployment of the trained agent on the live system via an FPGA in the future.
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